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bottle
A bottle fitted with a teat for giving milk or other drinks to babies and very
young children.
She managed to get through a bottle of wine.

carafe An open-topped glass flask used for serving wine or water in a restaurant.
A carafe of retsina.

ceramic The material from which ceramics are made.
Tableware in ceramic.

chinaware Dishware made of high quality porcelain.

coffee A cup of coffee.
A cup of coffee.

crockery Plates, dishes, cups, and other similar items, especially ones made of
earthenware or china.

dish The quantity that a dish will hold.
This tool accurately checks for proper dishing of a wheel.

earthen Relating to or characteristic of the earth or material existence.
The earthen world is but an imperfect mirror of the heavens.

earthenware Ceramic ware made of porous clay fired at low heat.
An earthenware jug.

ewer A large jug with a wide mouth, formerly used for carrying water.
figurine A small carved or molded figure.
gourd A climbing or trailing plant which bears gourds.

jar The quantity contained in a jar.
This play jarred the audience.

kiln A furnace or oven for burning, baking, or drying, especially one for calcining
lime or firing pottery.
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mug
The human face kisser and smiler and mug are informal terms for face and
phiz is British.
He mugged for the camera.

pitcher
Botany a leaf that that is modified in such a way as to resemble a pitcher or
ewer.
A pitcher of water.

porcelain An article made of porcelain.
A porcelain bowl.

pottery The craft or profession of making pottery.
A visit to a Staffordshire pottery.

saucer A small shallow dish for holding a cup at the table.

scurry A flurry of rain or snow.
I was in such a scurry.

silverware Dishes, containers, or cutlery made of or coated with silver, or made of a
material resembling silver.

statuette A small carved or molded figure.
stein Experimental expatriate United States writer (1874-1946.

tableware Crockery, cutlery, and glassware used for serving and eating meals at a
table.

tumbler A glass with a flat bottom but no handle or stem; originally had a round
bottom.

urn An ornamental sculpture shaped like an urn.
A tea urn.

utensil An implement for practical use (especially in a household.
Kitchen utensils.

vase A decorative container without handles, typically made of glass or china and
used as an ornament or for displaying cut flowers.

vitrify Undergo vitrification; become glassy or glass-like.
The option of vitrifying nuclear waste presents problems.
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